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Coaching Center of Vermont, Inc.
Liz is a visionary, executive coach, and business
innovator, who coaches leaders and emerging
leaders to expand their capacity for creating better
bottom line results through their teams. With an eye
on the Quadruple Bottom Line, Liz walks her talk
in her various leadership roles in her business and
community.
Liz has worked with top corporate clients, including
Burton Snowboards and Green Mountain Power
to achieve cultural change, develop leadershipcoaching programs to develop emerging leaders,
and to create a coaching culture that sustains a high
level of business performance. Her proprietary A
to B Model for leading transformational change in
organizations results in innovation, greater buy-in,
ownership, collaboration, and the empowerment of
others to create better bottom line results.
Liz also enjoys the opportunity to coach crossfunctioning teams to help them break down silos,
eliminate duplicated efforts, combine resources,
and shift to better harness untapped internal talent
to achieve organizational objectives. She has
facilitated leadership teams to collaborate, leverage
diverse contributions of the each member, create
safety and build rapport for open communication
and better performance.

Liz Dallas
Vision and Leadership Coach
Liz spent 18 years in corporate leadership roles
in the area of product development. Using an
entrepreneurial leadership style, she managed to
bottom-line results by controlling costs, improving
sourcing, capitalizing on industry opportunities,
and creating management tools and systems that
facilitated and monitored results. Liz is an inventor
and innovator who has developed hundreds of
technical consumer products, 6 utility patents,
created and applied custom process improvement
and quality assurance measures, and innovated
sustainable business models. Liz’s expertise lies in
empowering and inspiring leaders to excel with
their teams in times of transformational change.
Phone: 802-654-8787
Email: lizd@coachingcenterofvt.com
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